How the Virus Spreads

Droplets can spread up to 3-6 feet
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General Guidelines

• Wash your hands or use hand sanitizer
• Don’t touch your face
• Don’t wear a mask unless you are sick, or caring for someone who is sick
• WHO: Basic Protective Measures Against the Coronavirus
• CDC: Home Environmental Cleaning
• Social distancing vs. quarantine (“shelter in place”)
Social Distancing and “Flattening the Curve”
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COVID-19 Therapeutics

• Clinical Trials
  • Hydroxychloroquine
  • Remdesivir
  • Sarilumab

• Vaccine
  • mRNA-1273

• WHO: ibuprofen use
PSMF COVID-19 **Website**

https://patientsafetymovement.org/helpful-coronavirus-covid-19-resources/